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Has there ever been any consideration for redress or support for the long term Wives, Husbands and
loving families of these victims. Those who have also suffered as a result? Sure we did not suffer the
actual abuse but we definitely suffered, if not more, from our helplessness for our partner. Our heartache,
pain and many shed tears for what they were going through. Having your loved one, your life partner, the
mother or father of your children going through such agony and all we could offer is the love and support
that we could. We had no answers, we had no idea what to say, we tried many times to get help but got
nothing, we begged for help from Government Departments but back then (10 –15) years ago it was not
known about. We had never heard of the term “Forgotten Australians” or “Forgotten Children”. They were
our loved ones who came from a broken home, that is all we knew.
Does the committee know what it is like to find your adult wife, the mother of your children curled up on
the floor like a baby, balling and I stress balling her eyes out wishing she were dead? Asking us what we
wanted from her? What had she done wrong? Nothing we did or said would convince her otherwise. All
our love care and assurances that she was perfect in every way could not console her. We felt at times for
her sake that her being dead would be better than her suffering. We were NOT going to let that happen,
we were not going to allow her to take her own life.
Do these Government Ministers know what that is like? To see your long time partner suffer so deeply
from the hurt , pain and hell? Reliving the horrors and the continual nightmares?
I am shedding tears as I write this. So cruel and heartless treatment of such a gentle natured, heart of gold
individual. The best Wife and Mother any family could ask for.
So she is not an Australian Citizen, Emigrating as a 10 pound Pom as they used to say from England back in
the early sixties as a 2 year old with the rest of her family, all siblings taken into care, charged as neglected
and fostered to individual homes. She was an innocent child.
I am an Australian Citizen, our Daughters are Citizens as they were born here. So where does that leave
us? No redress or support? The destruction of our Family? The pain and suffering that we had to endure?
Does it mean that we as Australian Citizens get no help or support just because our partner is not? Help
and support to keep our family together?
In my opinion this would be the lowest of lows, An abomination and an insult. The Government needs to
give support and bend over backwards to help any victim to carry on and continue in a loving family unit
irrespective of any injustice or consequences of these horrendous acts suffered by these victims whether it
likes it or not.
No discrimination, non selective and unconditional.
As it has been acknowledged in the National apology, An “Ugly” chapter in this nations history. Let us not
make it Uglier by helping some and abandoning the rest.
Regards
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